
tan secrets & scandals

damn.

reveals all!

all bagged up!

HOT

ain’t nobody 
got time for dat!

keeping fresh with 
all new pro spray 
mist bags.

we’ve gone

supersized.

nuts!
coco-nuts infact!
(check out the goods inside)

& see what’s

a pre-shower 10 9 minute tan!



be tan babe.
hot!you’re already
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want the darkest tan possible? you’ve come to the right place!

others do it during and in 10, we do it before and in 9.

b.tan is always pro-fresh-ional

Coconut cures everything.  
So we decided to add tan too.



starts dark,
ends darker.

where others end, b.tan begins...



dangerously

the story of 
self tanning all 
new love affairs...

want the darkest tan possible? 
you’ve come to the right place...
let’s cut to the chase, you just want to b.tanned… 
you want to be really really tanned. you believe 
tanning should be simple (it’s not rocket science 
after all) but definitely still babein. if you’re 
searching for high quality tan with badass color 
depth and definition without the gimmicks and bull 
sh*t, b.tan is your b.t.f (best tan forevs). with by 
far the darkest self tans on the market today, we 
don’t intend on slowing down. we don’t just end our 
range at ultra dark like the others, we start there 
and work our way up. simply choose your level 
of super dark darkness out of our five levels of 
bronzed up magical goodness and rinse it off when 
you’re as dark as you dare go... like, why just be 
tanned when you can be tanned af?”

dark

the love list

1. i want the darkest possible...
2. not just your weekend lover...
3. fake it till you make it...NEW
4. tanned AF...NEW
5. i love myself more tanned...NEW
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NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



everyone’s 
going 
coconuts!

coconut cures 
everything. 
so we decided to 
add tan too.
dry skin? coconut. need a massage? coconut. bf/gf 
acting up? coconut. all of the above? coconut oil + 
water gradual tan. when coconut and a babein’ tan 
solve all of lifes woes, you chuck them in together and 
never look back.
made from real coconut oil and water and real (fake) 
tan that actually tans you, this piña colada in a bottle 
is super hydrating, super soft and super duper perfect 
for building and maintaining that golden tan your skin’s 
been dying for. so, transport yourself to a tropical 
island getaway everyday with the help of this soft, 
silky coconutty goodness that love you and tan you 
‘til death do you part. (oh, and you can super-size it if 
you’re as coco-nuts as us )

coconut fun fact
 

also known as the “fluid of life”, raw coconut water 
was used to give emergency blood transfusions to 
wounded soldiers during the Pacific battles World 
War II! oh coconut, is there anything you can’t do?
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just act natural...
dreamed up in Australia, there are no nasty 
spiders, snakes or bull sh*t in our products, so you 
know your skin is getting well looked after. 

we love animals too, so no we don’t test on them.
b.tan won’t turn you into a majestic unicorn…. 
but it will tan you. simple.

no
parabens
or sulphates

against 
animal 
testing

no gross 
fake tan 
smell

no 
added 
nasties

...we’ll take 
care of the rest



turn up
that tan.



become a b.tan B.U.B

get tan, take a selfie

(bronzed up babe)

#btanBUB



gradual + coconut gradual tans

supersized.
new

we all love it... so we made it bigger



9

ain’t nobody got

others do it during 
and in 10, we do it 
before and in 9
we’re all about trendsetting, trailblazing and being badass bosses 

at this whole tanning thing. that’s why we’re bringing you this 

world first, 9 minute tan goodness. you’re welcome.

looking hot can take time. but hey, we’re not even asking for 10 

minutes of your time, just 9. so get naked, apply this luscious 

golden goodness all over that hot bod, wait 9 minutes (did 

we mention only 9 minutes?!), rinse off in the shower for 45 

seconds in lukewarm water and you’re ready to rock n’ roll! 

now the only thing you need to worry about is what you’re 

gonna do in those 9 minutes, but we have some ideas... 

9 things you can 
do in 9 minutes?
1. 9 minutes worth of your fave Nexflix series.

2. smash a party playlist together for the 
 night ahead 

3.  have an intense stalk of everyone 
 and anyone on insta

4.  call your bestie n tell ‘em what you found 

5.  also while you’re at it, stalk @btan.rocks   
 and tag ya friends... 

6.  9 minutes worth of squats to plump 
 up dat booty  or...

7.  9 minutes worth of binge eating everything  
 left in your house

8.  tidy up your floordrobe... it’s just getting   
 out of hand now.

9. have a nano nap, u deserve it queen  minutes
ready in

time for dat!
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limited edition

‘kitty cat’
tshirt

order yours now!
at www.btan.rocks

fresh tees for your
banging tans.



pro spray mist
bags available from november 2017

keep it fresh. 
never leaks. 

zero wastage!

charcoal based 

violet based 

we know our tans 
are good. and we 
know you want to 
keep them good. 
and we’re all about 
pleasing you, so 
we’re giving you 
bff caps with your 
spray mists (they’re 
like bff bracelets 
but better) to keep 
our super dark 
tanning goodness 
fresh and in the 
pouch!

airbrush yourself and/or your clients into bronzed 
oblivion with our 5 crazy levels of dark goodness 
available in spray mists made especially for 
the pros with the real (fake tan) guns. once 
everyone’s coated in golden sexiness, chuck on 
your bff cap and keep the bronze liquid for the 

next time someone needs to up their sexy with a 
seriously dark dose of airbrushed lovin’.
these are by far some of the darkest pro spray 
mists you’ll find on the market, so quit your 
searching for high quality tan with badass colour 
depth and definition because your search is over. 

12.5 dha

14.5 dha

16.5 dha

14.5 dha

16.5 dha
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NEW



follow us f   r
eye candy@btan.rocks



join the b.tan revolution
all the cool kids are doing it.

to share your 
babein dark tan

#btanBUB

www.btan.rocks
e: brands@marqueofbrands.com

     
@btan.rocks

 follow us
want more?

check out our friends!

®

         @minetanbodyskin    taneasyprotools.com


